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Metal pump for barrel
Type: 7003

- For pumping of petroleum product
such as oil to SAE 90 and diesel.

- Suction using telescopic metal tube to
the depth 480–900 mm.

- Suitable for barrels 60–220 l.

Material: metal
Connection: G2" and G6/4"

Level indicator 
3/4" 
Type: 7514

- Float level indicator is
designed for 200 l barrels. 

Material: plastic 
Connection: 3/4" thread

Level indicators
Type: 7007 (horizontal)

- Indicate liquid level in barrels.

- Suitable for light oils and chemicals.

- Outflow faucet 3/4".

Material: metal and glass
Connection: 3/4"

Type: 7005 Type: 7006

Hand pump 
Type: 4582

- For oil to SAE 50, self-lubricating,
non-aggressive media.

- Suitable use for motor oil,
machine oil, cutting oil each to
SAE 50, fuel oil, diesel, paraffin,
undiluted antifreeze. 

- Two parts of suction tube, its
length can be made longer.

- PVC delivery hose, 1,000 mm with
plastic drain.

Material: galvanized
Sealing material: NBR
Connection: G2" outer 

and M 64 x 4 inner

Application: for barrels 60/200/220 l
Suction tube length: 1,200 mm

Manual lever pump
SIGMA 
Type: 7280

- Intended for industrial use.

- Suitable for pumping of petrol,
liquid coolants, antifreeze,
diesel oil and oils up to viscosity
SAE 140. 

Material: cast iron, NBR, metal
Connection: G2" for barrels
200/220 l

16 l/min.

12 l/min. 28 l/min (stroke 0.25 l)

TYPE NAME MATERIAL COUPLING SIZE
1282 Pump nylon 2"
1283 Pump polyprophylene 2"
1280 Faucet polyethylene 2"
1281 Faucet polyethylene 3/4" 
7509 Faucet polyethylene 3/4"
7005 Faucet metal 3/4" 
7006 Faucet metal 3/4"

TYPE NAME MATERIAL CONNECTION SIZE
0071 Adapter polyethylene 2" plastic / 2" TRI-SURE
0072 Adapter polyethylene DIN 61 / 2" TRI-SURE
0073 Adapter polyethylene Mauser plastic / 2" TRI-SURE

Hand pump fixed in the barrel.

Type: 1280

PUMPS, FAUCETS AND LEVEL INDICATORS

Plastic adapters
- Enable use of pumps and barrel faucet

with threads other than 2" TRI-SURE.

Plastic pumps
- Capacity of plastic pumps reaches ca. 25 l/min. Attaching 2"

screw thread of the pump is provided with jack nut to ensure
firm connection with a barrel. Telescope suction hose provides
the utilization also with barrels of 216.5 l capacity, including
the barrels with plug in a casing.

- Hand pump Type: 1283 is suitable mainly for water and oil.

- Hand pump Type: 1282 is suitable for pumping organic
solvents, petrol, diesel, fuel oil etc.

- After using it is necessary to take it out from liquid and rinse it.
Type: 1283

Type: 1282

Type: 1281 Type: 7509

Type: 0071 0073 0072

Metal faucets
- Enables safe pouring of oil products from

barrels with 3/4" bung.

- Possibility of locking.

- Possibility to set outflow direction 
(Types: 7006, 7007).

Plastic faucets
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